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Hyun Jin is like that because of his wife

Sun Myung Moon
November 11, 2011
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Jeong Gung on 10.16 by the H.C.

Note: These notes are taken from a Peace TV video clip. They cannot be published as definitive texts and
should never be used in the future as an “official” publication of True Father’s words. Rev. Katsumi Kambashi

Mrs. McDevitt read Father’s speech from his speech book #33 titled “Heart and Absolute Faith.”

Dr. Peter Kim read the report from Dr. Bo Hi Pak regarding the successful activities of the Little Angels in
Mongolia. He read that GPF which Kwak group had held backfired there and the media had become anti-Moon
and anti-Korea, but the performance of the Little Angels with the help of the Korean embassy changed the tide of
the opinion of the country again. Dr. Peter Kim showed a copy of the certificate of appreciation that Dr. Pak and
each member of the performers received from the president of the country. According to Dr. Pak, until now, top
official in any other country has given each of them such letter. Also Dr. Pak said in his report that it is legally
impossible to restore all properties and stocks that had belonged to True Parents but he started our movement
there again renting a room. With a new national leader he assigned, they made already more than 100
participants at the Sunday service which they have outside since there is no church building left.

Father: “I said to be patient and be silent (regarding the problem of Kwak group) but everything has come out.”

“84% of humankind have Mongolian marks.”

(Then Dr. Kim shared an episode that when he accompanied True Parents for their speaking tour, he heard from
the Ecuadorian president that all people there, 65 % of which are indigenous people, have Mongolian marks.)

Father: “Hyun Jin is like that now because of his wife and his father-in-law. Hyun Jin didn’t want to be married
with her but I let him do so. They took back Shin Chul who had been adopted to Heung Jin’s family.”

(In Dr. Pak’s report, he asked if Father can buy a new church building in Mongolia) “They should buy it by
themselves.”

“I will provide $1,000,000 for them. (To the participants), Write down how much you can donate for them. Write it
with the amount, your name and address.” (Father urged to provide paper to all participants and told them again
to write the information)

“Hyoyul (Dr. Peter Kim), you should be the first to write it down.” “This is the first time for me to tell you to make a
donation this way.” (Later Dr. Peter Kim read all the amounts from the participants in front of Father.) (To Dr. Kim)
“Go to the bank immediately and send them money order.”

“The day would come soon when we can pioneer our path as we are like in Mongolia.”

“I have held the world assemblies of Mongolian-marked race for five, six times, but Chung Hwan Kwak is greedy
enough to try to digest all that foundation. He is out of his mind. Now we can take Hyun Jin back. Do you
understand?”

“Your donation goes to Won Mo Peace and Love Foundation as its fund of $320 million.”

(Dr. Kim said the Total Living Offering Father told us to do years ago was the formation stage and there would be
another one especially before D-Day and True Parents’ wedding)
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